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Summary

Like everywhere in our culture, new .technologies gradually pene-
trate the field of education. This may be seen as a problem area, which
asks for appropriate, actions by teachers, curriculum experts, instructio-
nal designers and others. As "technology" seems to be the main issue,
one may quation whether the introduction of new technologies is to
be considered as' an educationaa technological problem. To a certain
extent, the answer may be yes. In this contribution, the nature of
educational technology is dealt with primarily. On this basis, the new
technologies, are placed in the context of educational problem solving
in general.

II the literature, educational technology is defined in several
ways. After discussing ;three major approaches to educational) technology,
it is put forward that educational technology should preferably be
conceived of as the methodology of educational problem solving.

The program of the Department of Education at the University
of Twente is described as an example of a curriculum in which this
conception of educational technology takes a central position.

Three Concepts of Educational Technology

At intervals, publication occur about the nature of educational
technology, Its use for education and its influence on professionals in
the field of education. Several conceptions have emerged from i;ts short

Paper presented at the 5th EARDL Congress, April 1907, University of
Utrecht.

This article is a slightly different *version of an article first published in
Aspects of Educational ;Technology, Volume XXI and Is reprinted by AENT's kind,
permission. Aspects of Educational. Techaology is published by Kogan Page on
behalf of the Associattion for Educational and Training Technology, SLAT Centre,
BMA House, TaviStock Square, London WI F19 JP,
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history, which mainly may be categorized into three types of eduoa-
tional technology :

1. Educational technology as the design, the developmeri; and
the implementation of teaching aids and teaching systems, using nowerr
(often AV-) media. Educational technology is conceived as technology
in education. It Is a product (Romiszowski, 1981) or hardware (Davies,
1978) concept of Educational Technology.

Although thG advecates of this approach received severe criticism,
When they did not siicced tO prove that new media `mould solve all
educational problems (see for instance Unwins 1988 statement about
unwarrentecl optimism) educational technology In this sense is stillalive and well. Today's product oriented; educational technologists help
education to respond to the new technologies to realize wider and more
flexible educational and training opportunities, both at classropp level
and for mass instruction.

The present trend is ,to put the learner in a central position. giving
control ever his learning environment,. Artificial intelligence for

tistance,_ coutld net possibly provide 'such an environment without 'the
creativity of hardware orilented educational, technologists:. ,

2. Ilducattional technology as the prOceSs of or the technique for
the systematic development of instruction. This educational technology
is characterized by 'a stepwise procedure : define objectives, decilde on
methods, develop materials, test, evaluate and impleament. Prsogramatied
instruction is an early example of this approach. In general, the design
and bringing into operatiiin of edhcational 'software' of' any ''kind to
support ]earning is the central issue. Effectiveness and .efficiencY are
important critecia.:The starting point to 'iapply this approabh ifn a given
situation, is the identified need or desire for some piece of ilnstruction.
This appr91ch of educational techiplogy, 'is oallcd the process (Rcirniszow-,
ski) or .softwarT ,(Davies) .concept. It common practice for many
instructional designers, 'althongh olten labeled 'differently.

'3. The third concept is the problem solving concept of educational
technology (see for instance AECT, 1977'; DaViet, 1978 ; Rorniszowski,
1981). It' goes' beyond the other two, taking into account the 'problem
to solve arid its context. It is a holistic approach, often also called
the systems approach of educatipnol tieehnolcv.,

Educational technologists in this case develop a sensitivity for the
needs of people and tasks in, the problem situation. Hereby, a problem
is defined as every situation whet the actual situation differs from the
desired one. Problems can be classified with respect to educational level
(at the macro-level the problems concerning the educational needs of asociety, at the meso-level the problems of instituions, and at the
micro-level the problems of teaching and learning) and educational
subdomain (curriculum, instruction, counseling, admingstration, evalua-
tion) ; and be treated accOrdingl5r. The first two *approaches of educa-
tional technology are inedrporated In the third 'one, as they can act as
valuable means' to solve .s4thne, educational probaexn.5. The systems.
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approach leads to a systematic' description of the variables (constraintsas well as c,k."ign factors) which influence the problem solving process,thus defining the problem space in which a prototype sdlution has tobe designed; developed and tested4n, a- cyclical process until an accep-table result is accomplished. This process may be symbolized by Figurenen(adapted fr Plomp, 1982). The future implementation is a lfey factdrwhich is p t in every stage, which is i line with recent iqoplernen-tation lite ure like Fullan (1985r1ror some problems, protdtyping isonly possible as a paper excerise. In that case, guided implementationis part of the probrecii solving process. ExamfrileS are large scale innova-tions of any kind, for instance with respect to the introductibn of infor-mation technology in schools.

Educational Technology, not Comprehensive. Discipline

The prOblems we would like to discuss is that of the..theoreticalfoundation lof educational technology?' The attempts to provide aknowledge base for educational technology is- one of the causes of thediversity of conceptions, as they are apparent from the lite-ature. Acentral queation is whether educational technology is to be consideredas a separate discipline among other educational sciences, like psycho-lOgy, sociology, etc. When do we want to call ourselves educationaltechnologists instead of for instance instructional -designers, coursewaredevelopers, curriculum experts, oe'other
The American- Asociation for Educational Communications andTechnology tried to provide an answer by developing a definitioi unthe basis of the problem solving conception, which defines educationaltechnology as a theory, a field and a profession (AECT, 1977)'. In thisdefinition, educational technology is considered to be "a compr.ex,integrated process involving people, procedures, ideas, devices and orga-nization, for analyzing problems. involved in all aspects of humanlearning". It presents a view on the field of education in which pro-blems may be solved by proper management of development functionslike research, design, production, logistics and utilization, using thetheory/research function to create a knowledge base. This approach isindeed holistic, and seems to try to incorporate all relevant scientificknowledge into educational technology. The attempt to adopt relevanttheories may be clear from the concluding statements which werepresented :in the AECT text on the definition by Kenneth Silber, quotingFinn :

"Properly constructed, the concept of instructional or educationaltechnology Is totally integratilve. It provides a common ground for allprofessionals, no matter in what aspect of the field they are working ;it permits the rational development and integration of new devices,materials, and methods as they come along. The concept is so corn-
pletedy viable that it will not :only provide new status for our group,but will, for the first time, threaten the status of others, (Finn, 1965,
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Fig. 1 : General model of educational problem solving

p. 193). The educational future will belong to those who can grasp the
significance of [.educational and] instructional ;technology. (Finn,
1964, p. 26)".

'Now, ten years later it may be clear that these expectations were
put too high. The merits of the AECT definition lie in the stressing
of the need for management of the problem solving process ; the
recognition of the need for certification and training of aides, techni-
cians and specialists within a coherent set of career options ; and the
striving for curricula which are substantially congruent from institution
to..institution. The integration of all theoretical fields into one educa-
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tional technology did not occur; however. We contend that this is not
even desirable.' The educaitional reality is much 'more complex in its
manifestation , than can possibly be. grasped; in one unifying approach
as a comprehensive; discipline or theory-Different, scientific fields show
different representations of .education... Theories about learning, sociol-
ogy, pedagogy, philosophy, economy, management, all show their own
perSpeCtiVeS. The same counts for 'derived design theories. As an
example, in Reigeluth's overview of instructional design theories and
models, the word educational technology is not mentioned once. The
book' sh'aits 'nevertheless a range, of applicable systematic approaches
to desigti problems, `-representing different thOugh often related theo-
retical schools with all their similarities and sometimes contro-
versies (Reigeluth;'1983). Reigehith does not treat the subject exhaustive-
ly. ,Other instructional" design theories or. models exist or are being
developed (see e.g. .Giustalson,j1'981). All 'together, orie sees a manyfold
of possibilities for apps caching' educational problems in whalt only is
one' subdomain of education;' namely instruction. How to position edu-
cational' technology with 'respect to the dffferent subdomains ?.

Educational Technology as Methodology,

One solution 'is tO speak of technologies in all cases where theory
is put into practice by :a systematic working method. Several authors 'use
educational technology in this way. For instance : Hacklbarth (1985)
speaks of instructional systems design as of a technology. Jonassen
(1985) describes conceptional roots for instructional design and from
thereof /derives a new educational technology on the basis of learning
strategies.:, . 7

A consequence of the diversity views is that the theoretical con-
text of educational' technology (or technolgies) is rather unstable. One
educational technology leans on cognitive science (Jonassen, 1985), another
is based on a constructivist view (Fosnot, 19434), a third approach advo-
cates a phiiosophie analysis of the role of mediation in learning to be
incorporated in educational technology (Jonassene.11984). These educa-
tional technologies tend to change over time, together with the develop-
ments, in the respective' scientific fields (Remerrib7, for instance, the shift
from behaviorism to cognitive psychology as thg dominant knowledge
base for instructional design,activities).

The problem is tbat.each specific educational technology confounds
in this way the methodology which is implied in "technology" with the
theoretical content of some knowledge domain. Heinich (1984) tried to
prevent this. He presented a conception of the proper study of instruc-
tional technology in which the process 'of design is elaborated in terms
of activities, desired fcrms of :Looperation of technologists and the needs
for research to support technological methods. His stand is much in
conformity with the AECT definition, but without falling into the trap
of wanting a theory to describe the object of the technological activities,
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his case instruction, as a part of the technology. This caused a reac-
tion from,Clark (1984),; who suspected as an, effect of his approach

"that .instruetional technology is itself turning into a craft ---- 'The
oraft'of instructional' design 'and deYelopMent. While 'this new craft

, 'employs 'techniques (i.e. instructional design Models) that are more
systematic and organized. than' those typically used by teachers, in
fact 'muck of .this,design effort could 'be Characterized aS`10iiding
a'"technologizing'' sheen to a' new craft".'

if.
Illynka and Nelson (1905) are less pessimistic. Like Heir ch ((1984),

they contend that udes,ige is the key concept of educational technology.
Design includes 'art (i.e. creativity),,craft, science and technology,; all
present at, the ',Same time in a synergiatie,COmbination. They in: fact
get -round the craft/scierice diehotoiny acd,Conie, ploSe,,tO. our opinion
About the natur:i Of .edbcational,technology, We, wish :,to see educational
technology as a problem SolVing methodOlogy' in which :a syStems
,approach, together with 'eclectic use of Scientific and. other. .knowledge,
leads to the design and development of solutions.' This conception:means
that educational technology is 'independent of educational or instruc-
tional theories to a large extent. With this conception, we may distin-
guish the problem r Aving, process der such' front its 'applications.' The
problem solving process then is symbolized in the generalized model
which is,. presented in Figure 1. Aspects of an educational technology
approach can be slivided ,into three categories, as described by. Ely &
Plprip (1986)

.*.a)'Educ:4tioflal technoloigy systems
Using can "epts and approaches - of system's theory and oppeerations
reseatth in the analysis phase, the -problem can be handled 'by defin-
ing the problem space as a system with boundaries, within which
related subsystems can be defined. Complex problems can be
unraveled to reveal well-ordered partial- problems with enoungh
known properties to make an;-acceptable solution pOssible.
b) Educational technblogy as methods and technilues.
MaYiy. techniques, most of 'which are not specific to ''educational

)..technology,. can be used in the analysis, design and development and
evaluation phaSeS. 'The 'specificity of these techniques lies in their
order Within the technological cycle. 'Thi's cycle can be considered as
the' methbdological basis for the design (irocess. A typical charac-
teristic of educational 'technology is that teChniques fOr design
decisions are considered to be a'vital part of the process.
c) Educational technology project organization.
A technological approach makes special demands on the organiza-
tion of projecti This is partly due tp thr, fact that the problem
analysis will result in an overview of knowleLge and skills needed
for finding a solution. Many problems need expertise from a variety
of disciplines. 'Management of expertise' is the key phrase the
classification of a problem with the right expertise at the right time.
Continuing aAention to the implementation of the solution. makes
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:;, ci$Pmands. on the project organization. Planning has to be considered
as one characteristic of a technological approach. The project, orga-
nization is directed at, achieving an optimal solution within the
existing constraints such as budget, ,personnel and .time".
On this general level the eclectic nature of educational technology is

reflected in the way resources and man power are allocated in a specific
project. They ,are chosen from a wide range of possibilities, indeed iriclud-
inethe craft 'd, for instarice,"media personnel and the 'scientific knowl-
edge'nf, for instance, ourricUltim experts.:

In ai!particular pookbleni 'situation, -in most eases particular, design
methods will be used.; On ;phis level, the same principles apply.

Romiszowski's (1981) deSigning of instructional systems is an
example of this for the instruction domain. Again, his approach is
eclectic, offering design options as a result of divgent thinkingleading
in specific cases to the selection of, for instance, methods, arid,media by
converging reasoning.

In conclusibiT,-b-fir 'coticeptrOri of educationaltechnollogY ck;firies edu-
cational technology as the methodology' of educational problem solving.
In this metholology, the systems approach Is central. The methodol-
ogy is relatively independent of the different educational subdomains.
Design models in the subdomains usually show great similarity With the
general model from Figure 1. In our view, we prefer in these cases not
to speak of different technologies. but rather of different forms of into-
!grating problem solving methodology into the..deSign methods of edu-
cational subdomains.

Pomple Aclucatinnal TOchnology in a University Curriculum

The thoughts on educational technol,Ogy which were unfolded above,
are the basis for the Curriculum of th&Departme,.rkt of Education at the

niversity of Twente,:Tlie Dutch name f the department' Is "ToegepaSte
nderwijsblutden 0'04 ,',whicli means literally : Applied Educatiorital
cience, '..)r, .. , ; t.' , /

1 The curriculum of TO,* alour year Ast secondary program. Accord-
ing to the Dutch educational system, the entrants into the program
are graduates of a highly selective preuniversity school. The students in
the program attain a degree which is equivalent to .a Master's degree.
It is the only program in The Netherlands in which educational technol-
ogy takes a central position. The organizing principle for the curriculum
is shown in Figure 2.

The subdomains listed in box 3 are reflected in the organization
of the department. The department is composed of the following divisions:

Curriculum, dealing with problems in curriculum (course, train-
ing) design, evaluation and implementation.

Instruction, dealing with problems in the design and imple-
mentation of training situations and instructional methods,

Educational instrumentation, dealing with the use of media,
including computers, in education and with the physical teaching/learning
environment.
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,Educational adrninistration, dealing with policy, planning and
management problems, in education.

Besides theSe four 'divisions covering educational 'subdomains, there
is a division ' of educational measurement and data analysis, offering
courses an research Methods and 'statistics' and dealing with testing
problems.,

Theo is no separate divisio,4 of educatiqial technology. Instead,
there exists an interdivision technology group which is responsible for
the courses on educational technology. In this way, educational, technol-
ogy is supported 'by all divisions in the department.

, 1.

Edudttional technology :

methodology for educational,
problem solving

01

Educational prOblerhs,'

2. 1=or
Educational and other
sciences

234

Specific design theories,
'models and methods with
respect to :
- curriculum ,

- instruction
- use of media and

computers
educational
administration

Fig, 2 r Organizing principle of TO Curriculum
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In the first 21f years, the curriculum is oommen for all students.
Figure 3 shows the .dornains on which courses. are being offered ir this
period, and the rel4ve amount of time spent' on each

The common curriculum is followed by a final phase the last
years in which there are broad options available from which students
may draw up the own curriculum. Although the nominal time for
the programme is 4 years, the students may spend 6 years on it as a
maximum. The program started in 1981. The total enrollmentllment at present
is 300. At this moment 1 spring 1987 33 students are graduated.
Now, some six yearti afttr the t9bart of the programme, we may evaluate
the first results of our approatit

Although only 1.73/4 of the common curriculum is devoted to courses
on educational technology, these courses seem to-. be decisive on the,

development of the professional attitude of our graduates. This may
partly be due to the central position of educational technology in the
curriculum, as symbolized in Figure' 2.

Students appear to continue the systematic approach to analyse
problems and to detrelop solutions, rafter the common curriculum. This
is obvious from reports on their work during their final project and
from observations of supervisors inside and outside TO.

This attitude appears to be highly 'appreciated in the educational
field, especially in business and industry. 600/0 of the final projects
takes place with companies. Graduates appear to be successful when
applying for jobs 'and again '600/0 of the jobs taken are being found in
business and industry.

When to Apply Educational Technology

The experiences with the TO-programme lead us to the next cha7ac-
terization of the applicability of the educational technological approach.

Educational technology' stresses the multidisciplinarity of the prob-
lem solving and design processes. This makes the educational technol-
ogical approach especially suited for situations in which :

the problems to be solved are complex in nature (where many
interrelated factors are involved),

-- a problem is plated on a higher level than that of the individual
teacher (where many interests are to be combined),

several people have to cooperate, in order to develop a solution
for the given problem.

The educational technological approach does not start a priori from
the point of view of the teacher. In the approach, no priority exists for
treatment format or delivery system. This by necessity includes relativ-
ation of the role of the teacher. This is not to say, that through edu-
cational technology the role of the teacher becomes less important. In
many oases, the teacher remains in a central position. Further, it is not
to be denied, that in some educational situations close to the learners,
when an empathic approach of a problem is imperative, the objectiv-
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Fig, 3 : Common curriculum of TO (rind 2 1:2 years of study)
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ating nature 'of educational technology Will. most probably not be
'appropriate.

If we look now at new technologies, again 'one may say that there
are no a priori decisions it favour of these' technologies either. The new
technologies offer 'neW options to 'create teaching and learning environ-
ments. One may approach the new technolOgies' with a positive attitude.But thore' is no reason to idolite.. Careful analysis and .design efforts, as
an educational technological enterprise in the above described sense, maypave the way 'for beneficial innovations. The' emphasis on implemen-'tation in our conception of educational technology Ahould.' thereby safe-
guard an optithat balante between advantage and disadvantages.

In conclusion educational technology, being conceived as the method-ology of educational problem solving, 'offers 'many perspectives forresearch and developnient efforts: Like in \research methodollegy, manymethods and techniques are needed to be able to act appropriately incomplex situations. They should be derived in sound research anddevelopment projects. New technologies take their place in this process.For educational problem solving, they are optional components to accom-plish a solution, among many others. Proper use of educational technol-ogy puts the new technologies in the right perspective, with problemcontext and care for implementation as key factors for design decisions.
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